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Goals and Objectives
We were tasked by the US Forest Service to design and implement a 
restoration project for Threemile Creek, with the overall intent to introduce 
beaver and promote incision recovery



Design Hypotheses and Intended Outcomes

Hypothesis Intended Outcome

The debris jam structures will 
create more geomorphic 

stream complexity by increasing 
the channel width, while also 

aggrading the bed of the 
channel.

This structure is intended to 
promote lateral bank erosion 
over time where the structure 
connects into the banks. It will 
also cause sediment deposition 
within the channel directly 
upstream and further 
downstream of the debris jam.



Debris Jam



Design Hypotheses and Intended Outcomes

Hypothesis Intended Outcome

The BDA structures will provide 
pool habitat for beavers and 
encourage them to take up 
residence in the Threemile 

Creek area.

The presence of the BDA 
structure will increase the water 
levels, providing a pool habitat 
for beavers. This will increase 
the chances of successful 
recruitment of beaver to the 
area.



Beaver Dam Analog (BDA)



Design Hypotheses and Intended Outcomes

Hypothesis Intended Outcome

The BDA structures will increase 
floodplain connectivity by 

raising the water levels and 
causing aggradation.

The presence of the BDA structures will 
decelerate the flow of the water, causing 
the water levels to rise and increase the 
area of inundation. Because the flow is 
decelerated, the water will become less 
turbid, allowing sediment to deposit 
upstream of the structure and increase 
the floodplain connectivity.



BDA



Design Hypotheses and Intended Outcomes

Hypothesis Intended Outcome

The bank blaster structures will 
cause erosion of the opposing 

bank which will widen the 
channel and provide sediment 

for downstream structures.

The bank blasters will direct 
flow to the opposite bank, 
causing scouring of the bank, 
increase the width of the 
channel, and create a source of 
sediment for the structures 
downstream.  



Bank Blaster



Design Hypotheses and Intended Outcomes

Hypothesis Intended Outcome

Live cut plantings would 
increase wood dominance 

within the stream and serve a 
potential supply of a food 

source for beaver if established 
within Threemile Creek.

The placement of live cuttings is intended 
to provide more wood and roots to hold 
the banks in place and assist with holding 
the structures in place as the plantings 
grow. The other intended outcome for 
the plantings is to be used as a food 
source for the beaver if they do colonize 
and take hold within the stretch of river.  
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Adaptive Management















Questions?


